
Quantum Mechanics
224 page graphic novel  • full color paperback • 6” x 9” • Grades 2-8
Two young alien girls—Rox and Zam—spend their days tearing apart and repairing clunkers in a spaceship junkyard on a dull, remote 
asteroid at the edge of the galaxy. When the captain of a mysterious band of space pirates kidnaps the two mechanics, the girls find 
they must make a fateful choice: do they want the comforts of home and family, or the dangerous adventure of a lifetime? $13.00

The Sphinx
112 page graphic story collection  • black and white paperback • 6.7” x 9.6” • Grades 3-8
Who is The Sphinx? That’s been the question on everyone’s mind since Peter Chefren appeared out of nowhere to saved countless 
lives with his daring heroics and miraculous technology. But is this hero with the hidden past more than he appears to be? Get set for 
mystery and old-fashioned superheroic thrills—take flight with The Sphinx! $9.00

Dragon Girl: The Secret Valley
192 page graphic novel • black and white paperback • 6” x 9” • Grades 2-8
Alanna and her brother, Hamel, are orphans doing their best to make their way in the world until Alanna stumbles upon a cave full of 
dragon eggs. When the eggs hatch, Alanna is swept along on an adventure beyond her wildest dreams! She journeys to find Dragon-
rock, a powerful stone that draws dragons of all shapes and sizes to a magical, untouched valley. Readers will love this graphic novel 
adventure filled with action, suspense and humor. $12.00

    Quantum Mechanics • $13.00
  Number of copies Total $ for all copies

 The Sphinx • $9.00
  Number of copies Total $ for all copies

 Dragon Girl: The Secret Valley • $12.00
  Number of copies Total $ for all copies
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Return order form and payment 
to your teacher in an envelope. 
Make checks out to  
Kildeer Countryside 
Elementary School

Return order form and payment 
to your teacher in an envelope. 
Make checks out to  
Country Meadows 
Elementary School

Order signed copies of Jeff Weigel’s books in advance of his visit to your school.

Order signed copies of Jeff Weigel’s books in advance of his visit to your school.


